
Overhead Conveyor Systems
Compatible with MeynBlades and Knives



Various flat knives for cut-up systems

Opening, filleting and other type of flat knives

Thigh deboner knives for cut-up systems Blade compatible with Meyn opening machine

Circular blades in various diameters and sizes



Special shape knives for cut-up systems

Forming machine diaphragm knife

Claw compatible with Laska Grinder Groin knife Dish model knife compatible with Meyn

Circular blades with Widia insert

Forming knife compatible with Marel

Flat knife compatible with Seydelmann cutter

V-shape knife



Check our products at: www.rodon-int.com

Rodon International BV
Weeresteinstraat 138
2181 GD Hillegom
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 252200025
Fax: +31 252200026

Http: www.rodon-int.com
E-mail: mail@rodon-int.com

New style vent blades compatible with Marel/Stork machines

Old style vent blades compatible with Marel/Stork VOC machines

Vent blades compatible with Meyn vent cutters

Vent blades compatible with Linco in various diameters

Rodon International B.V. is a Dutch based company. With a team of enthusiastic employees we have more than  
30 years of experience in the poultry processing spare parts industry. Therefore we have become a reliable worldwide 
partner for this industry. 

Our experience and knowledge of equipment enables us to adapt and customize parts to react to market needs and 
your specific demands. The wide and extensive range of OEM compatible parts, competitive pricing and high standards 
makes Rodon International a trusted partner in the business. 

Rodon International is the one stop shop for poultry processing spare parts. 

Rodon International has a wide range of high quality blade and knife products in its delivery program. Our range of 
blades and knives is internationally well-known. Circular blades with diameters ranging from 60mm up to 400mm made 
of high alloy steels, straight knives, vent blades, in various sizes are available from stock. Our short delivery times and 
technical advice are key. 

To minimize your production downtime we can deliver many of our products directly from stock anywhere in the world. 
Products are continuously being developed and improved. 

Material knowledge and modern production equipment in combination with the problem solving capabilities of our 
employees, continuously results in new opportunities. Rodon International is not only supplier of poultry spare parts  
but an active partner in your business. 

It’s our pleasure to serve you in all your spare part requirements. 
Please feel free to contact our head office or one of our regional business agents.


